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Rockport
Switchless Network
Modern Networking for
High Performance Infrastructure

In the drive to achieve optimal performance for AI, ML and data
analytic workloads, data center architects have turned to HPC-grade
fabrics to deliver results more quickly.
As these workloads diverge, datasets

intensive workloads. Architected to

grow in volume and compute and

achieve consistently fast and predictable

storage demands become more

workloads, a Rockport network is a

challenging, traditional centralized

highly-resilient, highly-efficient fabric

switch-based networks that underpin

built in an entirely standards-based form

these applications are proving to

factor and interface.

be overly complex and inefficient
when it comes to marrying scale and
performance.
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Deployed without centralized switches
by distributing the network switching
function to each device endpoint, the

The Rockport Switchless Network is

Rockport Switchless Network eliminates

a high-performance direct interconnect

inherent performance bottlenecks of

solution designed for the most

traditional network architectures — while

demanding compute- and data-

reducing heat, power, rack space, and
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Rethinking Network Performance at scale

Delivering Performance at Scale
When performance matters, Rockport’s Switchless Network provides low and
consistent latency with predictable workload completion times – especially under load.
Instead of adding more bandwidth to solve performance bottlenecks, buy only what
you need and scale the network as you grow.
management complexity.
Low Latency Under Load
Delivers predictable low latency between
any source and destination. Latency-sensitive
workloads achieve consistently fast completion
times due to Rockport’s excellent tail latency,
even under heavy network traffic from
multiple workloads.
Congestion Protection
Allows for optimal throughput regardless of
the load on the network. The switchless fabric
ensures zero congestive loss. Supporting
standard Ethernet, packets are broken into small
pieces designed to prevent elephant flows and
jumbo frames from causing latency spikes.

Optimized Flow Routing
Pre-calculates up to 12 physically independent
paths between source and destination endpoints,
ensuring that there are no common links in
these routes. The traffic load is balanced across
the fabric, reducing congestion and ensuring
maximum performance, reliability, and resiliency.
Linear Scalability
Enables the only truly distributed networking
solution where operational and capital costs
grow linearly as endpoints are added to the
network. Avoids the complexity of a growing
network size with an innovative self-learning
and self-correcting fabric. Ensures networks can
scale based on the needs of the workloads, not
the artificial scaling limits of traditional networks
based on switch ports.
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The Network Simplified.
Unlike traditional network approaches, even a large-scale Rockport Switchless Network
can be deployed in minutes, not days, without the need for specialized resources. The
Rockport Switchless Network is intelligent, adaptable, self-healing, and simple to operate.

Autonomous Management

Innovative flow control mechanisms make man-

Rockport’s Autonomous Network Manager

in-the-middle, masquerade and other capture

(ANM) provides an intuitive user interface and

techniques are impractical due to dispersion of

single dashboard approach to provide real-time

traffic flows.

health and performance monitoring. With selfdiscovery and self-configuration capabilities,
Rockport supports the scalability requirements of

TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP

Rockport vs Traditional High-Performance Networks

high-compute clusters and growing data centers.
TCO FOR SINGLE,
REDUNDANT CLUSTER

Reduced Cost, Power and Cabling
Eliminating centralized switches in favor
of passive, direct connections between
endpoints, reduces power and resulting cooling
requirements of network equipment by over
60%, with overall data center energy savings of
12% or better. In addition, cabling is reduced
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by up to 75%. The larger the infrastructure,
the greater the savings in both material and
manpower to install and manage networks.
Strengthened Security
Security is enhanced by encrypting administrative
access to any node or management interface
with role-based access control (RBAC).

Increase Performance.
Reduce Cost.

Traditional networks consume large amounts of power and
rack space which grow as networks scale. Rockport’s linear
approach ensures incremental cost per node stays consistent.

Up to

38%

Improvement
in CLUSTER
PERFORMANCE

Up to

80%

Less SPACE, and
90% LESS WEIGHT
in networking
equipment

Removing traditional switches
reduces power, cooling and cabling
and minimizes manual configuration
to provide an overall solution that is

Up to

60%

Savings in
POWER, HEAT
AND COOLING

Up to

75%

Fewer CABLES
required

drastically lower in per-node TCO.
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The Fabric
of the Future
The Rockport Switchless Network is based on industry
standard Ethernet technology and replaces standard
NICs within servers and storage enclosures along with

CO NTACT US

Learn how a switchless

the layers of centralized switches that would form

network can accelerate

traditional network fabrics. The Rockport Network

your plans and unlock the

Card has twelve 25 Gbps fiberoptic connections to

performance you need.

the network and aggregates and continually optimizes
the best eight paths to created an effective 300 Gbps
network fabric. The Rockport Switchless Network
advanced control plane provides self-discovering, self-

Email us at
info@rockportnetworks.com

configuring and self-healing capabilities and ensures
high bandwidth, predictable low latency and zero
congestive loss at scale. Our approach creates a sound
architecture for the “fabric of the future”.

"Whether tackling the scale and performance demands
of today’s workloads or anticipating what’s to come,
Rockport Networks has reimagined the network for
high-performance applications."

A B O U T R OC K P O RT N E TWO RK S –

Rockport Networks’ next generation of high-performance
networks unlocks the true performance potential of the
data center to produce more results, faster, and with better
economics and environmental sustainability.
Modeled after the world’s fastest supercomputers, the Rockport Switchless Network replaces
centralized switch architectures with a distributed, high-performance direct interconnect that is
self-discovering, self-configuring and self-healing, and that is simple and transparent to operate. By
virtually eliminating congestion and latency, data center workloads can be completed significantly
faster, enabling organizations to improve ROI and make critical decisions more quickly.
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